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response. (b) Changes in rate and rhythm. (c) Dilatation of the right 
side of the heart. (d) !I’endency to edema of the lungs. (e) Tendency to 
overfilling of the veins of the legs. (f) Marked pulsation of the veins of 
the neck. ” Such disturbances are more pronounced in the diseased heart 
and immediately influence the judgment of the obstetrician. 

The author calls attention to the fact that statistics in regard to the 
irncidence of heart disease and the mortality rate from heart disease when 
associated with pregnancy, va.ry widely from MacDonald’s (70.6 per 
cent) to those of Fellner, from Schauta’s Clinic (.I per cent). This 
discrepancy he believes i.s due to the failure to note mild cases on the 
records in the one, and to the inclusion of every functional murmur in 
the other group. An analysis of the Rotunda statistics from 1905 to 
1915 reveals 46,204 deliveries with 168 deathIs, 11 of which deaths were 
associated with some cardiac disease, Therefore, in 6.54 per cent of 
all deaths heart conditions were noted, and death associated with heart 
disease occurred in’ only one of every 4,200 women delivered. 

Rowlette emphasizes that each individual case must he analyzed from 
two view-points, “first, the nature of the organic lesion, and second, 
the condition of the heart to meet the demands made on it.” Under the 
first head, mitral stenosis seems to be the most serious for the pregnant 
woman; under the second head, subjective and objective symptoms, such 
as dyspnea, cyanosis, enlarged liver, and general edema forewarn of 
impending failing compensation. The earlier in pregnancy compensation 
fails the more serious the condition. A. NOWELL CREADICK, 

Thomas : Heart Flutter and Fibrillation in Pregnan.cy. Journal Amer- 
ican Medical Association, 1921, lxxvi, 1227. 

While the literature on cardiac complications in pregnancy is rich in 
the description of valvular lesions, Thomas was unable to find any men- 
tion of cardiac arrhythmias in pregnancy. He reports the following 
case : The patient was admitted to the hospital in a semicomatose con- 
dition, being about six months pregnant. The electrocardiogram taken 
at that time showed an auricular flutter at the rate of 330 per minute 
which changed to a fibrillation by the next day. Under digitalis medica- 
tion she gradually improved and after a four weeks’ stay in the hospital, 
was delivered of a 51/a pound dead fetus. Labor itself caused no diffi- 
culty and the patient left the hospital soon afterwards in good condition. 
Thomas emphasizes the importance of early diagnosis. 

R-E. WOBTJS. 

‘Wiesel : Bregnancy and the Circulatory System. Nonatsschrift fiir 
Geburtshtilfe und Gynhkologie, 1921, liv, 73. 

Wiesel states that, as a normal pregnancy reaction, there occurs an 
hypertrophy of the heart and of the peripheral vessels, which in the 
latter shows ikelf as a peculiar infiltration of the wall, involving the 
musculature but not participated in by the elastic tissue. In many dis- 
eases of the endocrine glands one sees a very similar picture. Obviously 
the endocrine organs are responsible for the changes in pregnancy. Be- 
fore the end of the gesta.tion period these new tissues undergo a fatty 
(degeneration. Anatomically, it can be shown that, in pregnancy com- 
plicated by heart disease, the formation of new muscle in the vessel walls 


